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Commemorating Youth Pledge Day 
2023, Lemhannas RI Holds Gebyar 
Wawasan Kebangsaan

12

JAKARTA - Lemhannas RI 
once again held a Gebyar 
Wawasan Kebangsaan (National 
OutlooksNational Outlooks 
Talkshow) with the theme “Young 
Generation as the Power in 
Building the Nation Towards Golden 
Indonesia” to commemorate the 
2023 Youth Pledge Day on Tuesday 
(17/10), at the Aryanusa Ballroom of 
Menara Danareksa, Central Jakarta.

The talkshow is held by Lemhannas 
RI as an effort to maximize the 
potential of the young generation as 
a force to build the nation towards 
golden Indonesia. The Governor of 
Lemhannas RI, Andi Widjajanto as 
the keynote speaker, stated that one 
most basic point that must grow in 
the minds of the Indonesian people 
is the reason why Indonesia needs 
national outlooks.

Andi Widjajanto explained the 
journey of Indonesian youth since 
1928. The journey of Indonesian 
youth began with opening the gates 
to build Indonesiathe Indonesian 
nation. The journey continues 
with the struggles to establish 
independence. However, this made 
Indonesia the Indonesian nation 
stronger because from 1945 to 1968 
the gate of independence was side 
by side with the gate of unity and 
integrity.

Furthermore, Andi Widjajanto 
stated that during the New Order, 

Indonesia entered its third gate 
called the gate of development. 
Indonesia had come to the 
democracy and reform era which 
was initiated in 1997 to 1998. The 
Indonesian democracy foundation 
was strengthened until 2004 with 
several regulatory instruments 
including amendments to the 1945 
Constitution. This progression 
continues until 2024 by which 
Indonesia has been practicing 
democracy with six consecutive 
general election since 1999.

Regarding this issue, Andi 
Widjajanto reminded the 
participants that the aim of Ggebyar 
Wawasan Kebangsaan national 
outlooks was to ensure that when 
the younger generation opens the 
gates of golden Indonesia, they 
always remember the journey of 
Indonesian youth since 1928 and 
continue their efforts towards golden 
Indonesia in 2045 as the goal of the 
Indonesian youth hard work.

The event was moderated by 
Yohana Elizabeth and presented 
several speakers, namely Satya 
Lencana Awardee for Social Service 
and Kick Andy Heroes, dr. Yusuf 
Nugraha, M.H.; Founder of Yayasan 
Harapan Pemuda Indonesiathe 
Indonesian Youth Hope Foundation, 
Laila Nihayati; and Artist and 
Literacy Activist, Yosi Mokalu.
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Inauguration of Purnomo Yusgiantoro 
Classroom at Lemhannas RI

Wed

18
10/2023

JAKARTA - Governor of Lemhannas 
RI, Andi Widjajanto, inaugurated the 
Purnomo Yusgiantoro Classroom 
on Wednesday (18/10), at the 
Third Floor of Trigatra Building, 
Lemhannas RI.

“The inaugurated classroom is a 
form of appreciation and gratitude 
to Pak Purnomo’s second home at 
this beloved Lemhannas,” General 
Chairperson of the Purnomo 
Yusgiantoro Center, Filda Citra 
Yusgiantoro, S.T., M.B.M., M.B.A., 
Ph.D. said when delivering her 
speech.

In the near future, this classroom 
will be used for the Regional 
Leadership Strengthening Program 
Course for regional- level officials 
in a collaborative program of the 
Purnomo Yusgiantoro Center, Lee 
Kuan Yew School of Public Policy 
(National University of Singapore) 
Singapore, and Lemhannas RI.

This course is a starting point 
for regional leaders. Regional 
leaders will be able to exchange 
ideas for one week at Lemhannas 
RI and two weeks in Singapore. 
After participating in this course, 
participants are expected to gain 
knowledge in order to develop their 
respective regions.

Filda C. Yusgiantoro encourages all 
parties to work together to make the 
inaugurated classroom a place for 
thinking, acting and discussing for 
better Indonesian national resilience.

On the same occasion, Andi 
Widjajanto expressed his pleasure 
at being able to inaugurate Bapak 
Purnomo Yusgiantoro’s positive 
contribution in the form of a digital 
classroom which is one of the 
collaborative efforts between 

Lemhannas RI and NUS (National 
University of Singapore).

“Thank you, Pak Purnomo, for the 
constant support and contributions 
given to us at Lemhannas,” Andi 
Widjajanto said regarding Bapak 
Purnomo Yusgiantoro’s support in 
the form of facilities and cooperation 

programs that can strengthen the 
quality and competence of regional 
officials.

After signing the inscription, Andi 
Widjajanto, Bapak Purnomo 
Yusgiantoro, and other Lemhannas 
RI officials inspected the Purnomo 
Yusgiantoro classroom.
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current organization is suitable for 
the upcoming challenges. “Ideally, 
an organizational structure must be 
dynamic as a consequence of adapting 
to the dynamics of changes in the 
internal and external environment,” 
Acting Coordinator of Organization and 
Administration of the Planning Bureau 
of the Prime Secretariat of Lemhannas 
RI, Erwin Herwinadi, S.E., M.A., stated 
when starting his speech.

The speaker of the event was Associate 
Policy Analyst at the Assistant Deputy 
Office for Institution and Administration, 
Politics, Law and Security, and 

JAKARTA - Lemhannas RI held a 
socialization of the Regulation of the 
Minister of State Apparatus Empowerment 
and Bureaucratic Reform Number 20 
of 2018 concerning Guidelines for 
Institutional Evaluation of Government 
Agencies on Wednesday (25/10), at the 
Syailendra Room, 3rd Floor of Pancagatra 
Building, Lemhannas RI.

A good organizational structure must 
be able to adapt responsively and 
anticipatively to the demands of 
environmental changes. Therefore, 
carrying out the institutional evaluation 
is the right way to learn whether the 

Commemorating the 52nd 
Anniversary of KORPRI, 
Lemhannas RI Holds Health 
Education Seminar

JAKARTA - Celebrating the 52nd 
anniversary of the Indonesian Civil 
Servants Corps (Korpri), Lemhannas 
RI held health education seminar with 
the theme “Aging Healthy and Fit: Great 
Family, Advanced Indonesia” on Monday 
(23/10), at the Gadjah Mada Auditorium, 
Lemhannas RI.

On this event, dr. Dewi Inong Irana, Sp. 
D.V.E, FINSDV, FAADV as the speaker 
explained the Sexually Transmitted 
Infections (STIs)–HIV/AIDS due to free 
sexual behavior and LGBT which has an 
impact on family and national resilience. 
dr. Dewi Inong Irana stated that free 
sexual behavior, including LGBT, is in 
contrast with Pancasila, especially the 
first and second principles.

In addition to discussing STIs, dr. Dewi 
Inong Irana also spoke about skin care 
for the elderly, for example not using 
water that is too hot when bathing, not 
using antiseptic/sulfur soap for bathing, 
using liquid baby soap for bathing, and 
using skin moisturizer that contains 
ceramide.

Lemhannas RI Holds Socialization of 
Regulations Related to Institutional 
Evaluation of Government Agencies

Mon

Wed

23
10/2023

25
09/2023

Furthermore, Dr. Dewi Inong Irana also 
shared information about healthy foods 
that are good for body and skin health, 
such as tempeh to slow down wrinkles, 
red guava to brighten get bright skin, 
ripe papaya to remove acne scars, ripe 
tomatoes to be used as an antioxidant, 
and palm fruit to lubricate knee joints.

Before concluding her presentation, dr. 
Dewi Inong Irana shared tips for keeping 
skin healthy and youthful by always 
applying sunscreen and reapplying 
it every two hours, eating balanced 
nutritious food, exercising regularly, 
drinking enough water, getting enough 
sleep, and managing stress

Regional Government of the Ministry of 
Administrative and Bureaucratic Reform 
(KemenPAN-RB), Erni Herawati, S.E. 
She explained that the KemenPAN-
RB is obliged to carry out government 
institutional evaluations at minimum 
every three years. The process includes 
preparation, data collection, data 
processing, data analysis, and evaluation 
reports.

Institutional evaluation consists of two 
dimensions, namely structure and 
process. In the structural dimension, 
ideally the structure of regional apparatus 
is dynamic and flexible. Meanwhile, in 
the process dimension, the organization 
processes and plays a role in the ongoing 
activities of the organization.

Furthermore, the structure dimension 
has three sub-dimensions including 
complexity, formalization and centrality. 
Meanwhile, in the process dimension, 
there are alignment, management and 
compliance, process improvement and 
enhancement, risk management, and 
information technology.
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JAKARTA - Highlighting current 
developments, Lemhannas RI 
considers it important to study 
the United States’ geo-economic 
strategies and interests as well 
as their impacts on the national 
economy. Therefore, a Focus Group 
Discussion (FGD) was held regarding 
this issue at the Kresna Room on 
Thursday (26/10).

“Economic diplomacy directly 
confronts market forces,” the Deputy 
for Strategic Studies of Lemhannas 
RI, Prof. Dr. Ir. Reni Mayerni, M.P. 
said when opening the discussion. 
This is reflected with the development 
of the contemporary world and 
its growing economic diplomatic 
relations, including the process of 
formulating and negotiating policies 
related to production activities and the 
exchange of goods, services, labor 
and investment with other countries.

Lemhannas RI Discusses Indonesia’s 
Position in the Midst of US Geo-Economics

In line with this, the United States 
has long been one of the largest 
economic powers in the world and 
its geo-economic strategy plays 
an important role in maintaining 
and developing its position at the 
global level. On the other hand, 
China also possesses a growing 
economic power. Therefore, there 
is an increasing geopolitical and 
geo-economic competition between 
China and the United States 
in the South China Sea region 
which certainly has an impact on 
Indonesia.

“This (competition between China 
and the United States) creates 
challenges for Indonesia to 
maintain its sovereignty, security, 
and position in the midst of energy 
transformation on a global scale,” 
Deputy for Strategic Studies of 
Lemhannas RI stated. Especially, 

considering that Indonesia has the 
potential for renewable energy that 
can strengthen economic defense, 
nationally and internationally.

Present at the FGD as the speakers 
were the Head of the STIN 
Intelligence Studies Master Study 
Program, Dr. Mira Murniasara, 
S.S., LL.M. CTMP; CSIS Indonesia 
Researcher, Dandy Rafitrandi, S.E., 
M.Sc.; American Studies Lecturer 
of the University of Indonesia, Dr. 
Muhammad Fuad; and Director of 
America I, Ministry of Foreign Affairs, 
Iwan Fredy Susanto. Meanwhile, 
present as discussants were 
Assistant of the President’s Special 
Staff –Cabinet Secretariat of RI, Dr. 
Telisa Aulia Falianty, S.E., M.E. and 
Professional Expert for Politics of 
Lemhannas RI, Police Commissioner 
General (Ret.) Drs. Heru Winarko, 
S.H., M.H.

Thu

26
10/2023
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opened by the Deputy Governor of 
Lemhannas RI, Vice Admiral Maman 
Firmansyah on Saturday (28/10), at 
the Nusantara Room, First Floor of 
Trigatra Building, Lemhannas RI.

In his speech, Maman Firmansyah 
stated that the challenges Indonesia 

Collaborating with PYC and 
NUS, Lemhannas RI Holds 
First Strengthening Course 
Program for Regional Leaders 
in 2023
JAKARTA - Lemhannas RI held 
the Strengthening Course Program 
for Regional Leaders (KPPD)-I of 
2023 which was attended by 16 
participants, consisting of eight 
Regents, seven Mayors and one 
Regional Legislative Council (DPRD) 
member. The event was officially 

28
10/2023

Sat

currently faces are increasingly 
complex, domestically and globally. 
This is indicated by the impact 
of drought caused by El Niño 
phenomenon, long-term global 
warming, and extreme climate 
change.

Meanwhile, in the economic sector, 
Indonesia is experiencing weak 
domestic market competitiveness, 
especially MSME products and 
the downstreaming as one of 
the government’s programs. In 
responding to all these challenges, 
Lemhannas RI, Purnomo 
Yusgiantoro Center, and National 
University of Singapore collaborated 
to run the strengthening course 
program for regional leaders.

This is in line with Lemhannas RI’s 
mission to prepare national and 
regional-level leaders that have 
comprehensive thinking, national 
outlooks, and universal perspective. 
Besides increasing competence and 
knowledge, the KPPD-I also give 
the participants the understanding 
of various aspects of regional 
leadership including human resource 
management, public policy, effective 
communication, and formulation 
of mitigation for diverse complex 
problems.

The KPPD-I program was divided 
into three stages and completed 
within three weeks. The first stage is 
the preparation step that started from 
October 26 to October 28 with the 
agenda of registration, psychological 
test, and opening ceremony 
respectively. The second phase of 
the course program was held for two 
weeks from October 29 to November 
10 in Singapore. The third stage of 
the course program was held for 
one week from November 13 to 
November 17, followed by closing 
ceremony at Lemhannas RI.
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The Spirit of Youth Collaboration 
for Advanced Indonesia
JAKARTA - Lemhannas RI held a 
Ceremony to Commemorate the 
95th Youth Pledge Day of 2023 
on Monday (30/10), at the Central 
Field of Lemhannas RI. Acting as 
the Ceremony Inspector, the Deputy 
Governor of Lemhannas RI, Vice 
Admiral Maman Firmansyah read the 
speech from the Minister of Youth and 
Sports of the Republic of Indonesia.

Maman Firmansyah stated that 
inclusiveness in the intergenerational 
collaboration ecosystem has built 
collective optimism that young people 
now have a respected place in 
national development. Fulfilling the 
hope of Advanced Indonesia in the 
future, the government has opened 
opportunities for young Indonesian 
men and women to participate in 
all fields of development. This is in 
line with the theme of the 95th Youth 
Pledge Day Commemoration of 2023 
with the theme “Together Advancing 
Indonesia”.

30
10/2023

Mon

Emphasizing the current dynamics, 
technological developments and the 
flow of information are growing more 
rapidly and creating gaps in mastery 
of technology and information 
between generations. Therefore, 
young people must actively 
participate in the development 
of Advanced Indonesia. “Every 
young individual needs to have 
visions, missions, and strategic 
roles for the next 30 years so that 
the development can progress 
quicker. The most effective strategy 
is to offer mutual assistance across 
generations and mutual cooperation 
across sectors,” Maman Firmansyah 
said.

This collaborative work is in 
accordance with the mandate of 
Law Number 40 of 2009 concerning 
Youth and Presidential Decree 
Number 43 of 2022 concerning 
Cross-Sector Coordination for the 

Delivery of Youth Services. This 
is to support the implementation 
of cross-sector coordination in 
order to effectively achieve the 
Youth Development Index (Indeks 
Pembangunan Pemuda/IPP). “At 
this Youth Pledge Day moment, we 
must proclaim the determination 
of all stakeholders including 
Ministries and Agencies, Provincial 
Governments, Regency/City 
Governments, Youth Organizations, 
Communities and other elements,” 
the Deputy Governor of Lemhannas 
RI concluded.

Concluding his speech, the Deputy 
Governor of Lemhannas RI invited all 
participants to make the momentum 
of the 95th Youth Pledge Day 
commemoration raise the spirit 
of collaboration in advancing the 
nation. The solemn ceremony was 
attended by all structural officials and 
personnel of Lemhannas RI.
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Lemhannas RI Signs Cooperation 
Agreement with PT. Pos 
Indonesia
JAKARTA - Lemhannas RI together 
with PT. Pos Indonesia (Persero) 
signed a cooperation agreement 
(PKS) on Wednesday (1/11) in 
the Lokananta Room, Astagatra 
Building, 1st Floor, Lemhannas RI.

In this agreement signing, 
Lemhannas RI and PT. Pos 
Indonesia is committed to delivering 
letters, packages and other 
shipments. The agreed domestic 
delivery product service consists of 
three services, namely same day 
post, next day post and regular 
post. Apart from domestic deliveries, 
PT Pos Indonesia also provides 
overseas deliveries to destinations 
that have been arranged separately 
according to the product services 
available.

The delivery conditions that must be 
fulfilled by Lemhannas RI as the first 
party, such as the shipment must 
be enclosed in a cover or packaged 
in such a way including a logo and 
address on the cover/packaging so 

01
11/2023

Wed

it is easily recognized, the shipment 
must include a code/sign to be able 
to recognize the type/type of letter/ 
documents and the submitting 
deadlines. It also include a list of 
shipment carriers from the General 
Bureau of Lemhannas RI and states 
the type of service desired by the 
sender.

“We are proud to collaborate with 
Lemhannas. "We both know that 
Lemhannas is one of the institutions 
that we respect in this country 
because its main task is to maintain 
our national resilience," the Director 
of Courier and Logistics PT. Pos 
Indonesia (Persero) Tonggo Marbun 
said.

Tonggo Marbun also proudly stated 
that PT. Pos Indonesia (Persero) is 
quite active in serving government 
programs and has been proven to 
send letters and packages to all 
corners of the Unitary State of the 
Republic of Indonesia (NKRI).

On this occasion, Chief of the 
General Bureau of Lemhannas 
RI Police Brigadier General Drs. 
Wibowo, M.H. also expressed 
his pleasure at the collaboration 
between Lemhannas and PT. Pos 
Indonesia (Persero). This reminds 
us  of things in the past such as 
the existence of postage stamps, 
also because PT. Pos Indonesia 
(Persero) wants to participate in 
building Lemhannas RI.

The representatives of  PT. Pos 
Indonesia (Persero) who attended 
the event were Senior Vice 
President Business Enterprise Arifin 
Muhlis, Vice President Business 
Enterprise Jaka Sunara, Executive 
Vice President Region 2 Jakarta 
Dino, Executive General Manager 
Centrum Jakarta Hasan J. Tarigan, 
Account Manager Coordinator 
Joniar Sinaga, Account Manager 
Muktadir Taiyeb and Marketing 
Manager Centrum Jakarta Nuraida.
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PT Pertamina Representatives take 
part in Strengthening National Values 
at Lemhannas RI
JAKARTA - In collaboration 
with PT Pertamina Training and 
Consulting, Lemhannas RI held a 
Strengthening of National Values   
for 78 PT Pertamina staff from 
Monday to Sunday (6-12/11), at 
Lemhannas RI. This program is a 
response from PT. Pertamina which 
views that strategic environmental 
development has become a 
concern for many parties because 
it has an impact on understanding 
Indonesia.

"Your presence at Lemhannas 
RI is an effort and a form of 
moral responsibility to overcome 
various national problems," Acting 
Governor of Lemhannas RI Vice 
Admiral Maman Firmansyah said 
while delivering his remarks. It is 
hoped that after participating in the 
Strengthening of National Values 
Program, participants can work 
together with the government in 
realizing the ideals and goals of 
national development by always 
prioritizing the interests of the 
nation and state above personal or 
group interests.

On this occasion, the Main 
Director of Pertamina Training and 
Consulting, Muhammad Shabran 
Fauzani, expressed his gratitude to 
Lemhannas RI for the collaboration 
established in the implementation 
of Strengthening National Values. 
Furthermore, the Main Director of 
Pertamina Training and Consulting 
said that as a citizen, we must 
uphold nationalism and contribute 
to the nation and state.

The implementation of the National 
Values   Program is designed 
to provide input to the ranks of 
PT Pertamina in transforming 
comprehensive national values   

06
11/2023

Mon

in daily life and at the same time 
complement the values   that have 
been implemented by PT Pertamina 
called as AKHLAK (Trustworthy, 
Competent, Harmonious, Loyal, 
Adaptive, and Collaborative). "Let's 
continue with enthusiasm to instill 
a sense of love for our country and 
uphold nationalism in our hearts," the 
Main Director of Pertamina Training 
and Consulting concluded.

After the opening, the Acting 
Governor of Lemhannas RI gave 
a leadership introduction to all 
participants. On this occasion, the 
Acting Governor of Lemhannas RI 
invited all participants to understand 
Indonesia. To understand Indonesia, 
knowledge of Indonesia's history 
is needed. Therefore, don't let 
the Indonesian people forget their 
history.
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JAKARTA - As part of a series of 
Korpri's (Indonesian Civil Servants 
Corp) 52nd Anniversary, Lemhannas 
RI held Investment Training 
entitled "Safe and Profitable Stock 
Investment on the Indonesian Stock 
Exchange", on Wednesday (8/11), 
in the Syailendra Room, Astagatra 
Building, 3rd Floor, Lemhannas RI.

Prime Secretary of Lemhannas RI 
Police Commissioner General Drs. R. 
Z. Panca Putra S., M.Sc. When giving 
his speech reminded us to invest 
safely to avoid illegal investments. 
Furthermore, he conveyed three 
principles that must be adhered to 
when investing. First, the principle 
of prudence which means as an 
investor, you must be careful by 
educating yourself and identifying 
the company whose shares you 
want to purchase. Second, instill the 
principle of long-term thinking such 
as investing periodically. Third, keep 
continuing to increase knowledge 
about investment from various 
existing sources.

Present at the activity was investment 
consultant Hermanto Sardan, S.T., 
S.E., M.SE. as a speaker. "Investing 
in shares is not a way to get rich 
quickly," Hermanto Sardan said. 
Furthermore, he explained that good 
stock investment is the long-term. 
The stronger the desire to gain result 
instantly, the closer it is to greed. 
Therefore, the mindset that must be 
instilled when investing in shares 
is to be responsible for your own 
investments, invest in sectors that 
you understand, and respond wisely 
to increases and decreases in stock 
prices in the short-term.

Then Hermanto Sardan also 
conveyed some tips on financial 

Several Lemhannas RI Personnel 
Participated in Investment Training

management in stock investment. 
First, determine the position size by 
determining the number of shares 
to buy based on portfolio size and 
capital. This is done so to measure the 
risk factors. Second, set a maximum 
loss limit that can be accepted on 

Wed

08
11/2023

each stock position. Third, portfolio 
monitoring is carried out to determine 
necessary changes. Fourth, diversify 
the portfolio by dividing share capital 
into different sectors or with different 
market capitalization, so that risk can 
be reduced.
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Wed

08
11/2023

JAKARTA - The Planning Bureau of 
Lemhannas RI held a Socialization 
on the Preparation of Government 
Agency Performance Accountability 
Reports (LAKIP) on Wednesday 
(8/11), in the Gatot Kaca Room, 
Astagatra Building, 3rd Floor, 
Lemhannas RI.

In accordance with Presidential 
Regulation Number 29 of 2014, the 
Government Agency Performance 
Accountability System (SAKIP) is a 
systematic series of various activities, 
tools and procedures designed to 
help improve the performance of 
government institutions through 
determining and measuring, 
collecting data, classifying, 
summarizing, and reporting.

Lemhannas RI Holds Socialization 
on LAKIP Preparation

According to PermenPAN-RB 
Number 88 of 2021, performance 
planning, performance 
measurement, performance 
reporting, and internal performance 
accountability evaluation are 
components of SAKIP evaluation.

The results of the 2023 SAKIP 
evaluation show that Lemhannas 
RI received a category B score. 
This category is already in the good 
category, but there needs to be 
changes in the work units. "We hope 
that this socialization activity will, of 
course, increase the value of LAKIP 
itself," Chief of the Planning Bureau 
of Lemhannas RI Brigadier General 
Dani Wardhana, S.Sos., M.M., 
M.Han., said.

At the socialization,  Lemhannas 
RI’s personnels who were involved 
in the preparation of LAKIP were 
also present. Dani Wardhana 
hopes that participants will be able 
to understand and improve the 
preparation of LAKIP so that in the 
future it can be prepared with better 
quality and improvement.

Two speakers who attended 
the socialization came from the 
Indonesian Ministry of State 
Apparatus Empowerment and 
Bureaucratic Reform (KemenPAN-
RB), namely Young Expert Policy 
Analyst Astri Mefayani and Young 
Expert Policy Analyst Arif Tri 
Hariyanto.
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78th Heroes Day Commemoration 
Ceremony
JAKARTA - Commemorating the 
78th Heroes' Day, Lemhannas RI 
held a Flag Ceremony on Monday 
(13/11), at the Central Field of 
Lemhannas RI. Acting as ceremony 
inspector, Acting Governor of 
Lemhannas RI Vice Admiral Maman 
Firmansyah conveyed the message 
of the Minister of Social Affairs of the 
Republic of Indonesia Dr. (H.C.) Ir. 
Tri Rismaharini, M.T.

On this occasion, Maman 
Firmansyah said that the spirit 
that comes from the values   of the 
struggle of the nation's heroes in 
1945 is the spirit that leads us to 
refuse to lose and surrender to 
circumstances.

The theme "Heroic Spirit for the 
Future of the Nation in Fighting 
Poverty and Ignorance" on the 78th 
anniversary of Heroes' Day this 
time through in-depth reflection 

Mon

11/2023
13

to answer the increasingly real 
threat of modern colonialism, which 
can disrupt Indonesia. Especially 
considering that Indonesia's rich 
natural resources are very diverse 
so that they are not misused by 
irresponsible parties.

"The real challenge for the next 
generation is to manage natural 
resources and also the potential 
of the Indonesian population for 
the glory of the nation and state," 
Maman Firmansyah said while 
reading the message from the 
Indonesian Minister of Social Affairs.

These threats and challenges can 
definitely be conquered if supported 
by the spirit of the Indonesian nation, 
such as the spirit exemplified by 
the fighters of November 10, 1945. 
This spirit will undoubtedly continue 
to unite the Indonesian nation in 
realizing a united, sovereign, just, 

and prosperous national life, as well 
as advancing general welfare and 
educating national life.

The values   of struggle taught by the 
nation's heroes can undoubtedly 
continue to carry traces of victory 
for the Indonesian nation in order 
to realize a better future for the 
Indonesian nation. "Together we 
will build businesses and a people's 
economy that will make Indonesia 
grow into a more advanced, more 
prosperous country," Maman 
Firmansyah concluded.

During the ceremony, messages 
from a number of heroes were also 
read, including messages from Ki 
Hajar Dewantara, Cut Nyak Dien, 
Dr. Cipto Mangunkusumo, General 
Soedirman, Pattimura, I Gusti 
Ngurah Rai, and Ir. Sukarno.


